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Treatment kecantikan dengan menginjeksi 
pigmen warna pada permukaan kulit. Dapat 
mengkoreksi bentuk dan memberi warna pada 
wajah selayaknya menggunakan makeup 
dengan hasil natural dan tahan lama.

SPMU
Semi Permanet Makeup

EYE
BROWS

EYE
LINER

LIPS

EVERLASH



NANO BROW 
STROKES MICROSHADING

Nano Brow Strokes requires the use of needles 

that help place the pigment into your skin. 

Using hair-like strokes, the pigment penetrates 

your brow skin thus leaving nice strokes that 

look like real hair. 

Microshading gives the brows the look of 

wearing a bit of brow makeup, but it doesn’t 

wash off as makeup does. It’s done by 

implementing pigment into the skin underneath 

the brows, giving it a shade that gives the 

illusion of fullness.

LASTS UP TO 12 MONTHS LASTS UP TO 12 MONTHS

COMBINATION OF
NANO BROW STROKES &

SHAD ING

Combination brows are characterized by 

feathered hair strokes with powdered finish  

This is what creates the added definition that’s 

so prominent.

LASTS UP TO 12 MONTHS

SPMU -
TECHNIQUE

EVERLASH



SPMU -
EYEBROWS

EVERLASH

Hyper-realistic 
Featherstrokes Look 
For those who love the au-naturel brows, 
look like you are born with it! Add strands of 
realistic looking hairstrokes on sparser areas 
of your brows simply to fill in gaps and 
create balanced brows. 

Recommended pairing: 
Everyday light eye makeup and extension 
(FeatherLite, single eyelash extension, mas-
cara and eyeliner), lip embroidery

IDR 5,000,000

The addition of micro hairstrokes 
throughout the brows to create a fuller and 
three dimensional brow, that looks realistic 
and full. 

Recommended pairing: 
Vivid eyemakeup, FeatherBlack plus, hybrid 
and volume lash extension, thicker winged 
liner and mascara. lip and eyeliner 
embroidery recommended. 

IDR 6,000,000

Nano Brow Strokes

The creation of Ombre brow makeup 
look, lighter in the front and darker 
towards the ends. The powdery shading 
technique creates a perfect pair of 
brows with the effect of brow pencil. 

Recommended pairing: 
Vivid eye makeup, single and volume 
lash extensions, eyeshadow and liner.

IDR 6,000,000

Ombre Brows
Shading

Best of both worlds. A mix of Nano 
Brow Strokes to create fuller hair strands 
and Ombre Shading to add definition 
for that finished flawless brow makeup 
look. 

Recommended pairing: 
Eyeliner and lip embroidery, single and 
volume lash extension.

IDR 6,750,000

Combination of Nano 
Brow Strokes + 
Ombre Brows



SPMU -
MEN EYEBROWS

EVERLASH

HD Brows
Microblading for Men
The addition of micro hairstrokes 
throughout the brows to create a fuller and 
three dimensional brow, that looks realistic 
and full. 

IDR 5,500,000

BEFORE TREATMENT AFTER TREATMENT

AFTER PEEL-OFF AFTER RETOUCH



BLONDE

NATURAL BLACK

COFFEE BROWN

BLACK

NATURAL BROWN

SPMU -
BROW COLORS

EVERLASH



Tightlining

Creation of thin eyeliner above your 
waterline ( below or slightly on your lash 
base)  to enhance your eyes naturally 
without the full eyeliner effect. 

IDR 3,500,000 IDR 3,000,000

TOP BOTTOM

Eyeliner
Standard

Creation of eyeliner look on your lash line to 
make your lash line bolder and appear 
denser. It can me drawn to your liking to 
make eye appeae longer or wider. 

IDR 3,500,000 IDR 3,000,000

TOP BOTTOM

Eyeliner +
Soft Shading
The combination of eyeliner embroidery to 
make your lash line bolder and denser with 
an additional technique of shading to create 
soft blended edges. The shading can create 
natural lifted look, or smokey eyes. 

IDR 4,250,000 IDR 3,750,000

TOP BOTTOM

SPMU -
EYELINER

EVERLASH



Lips Shaping &
Lining

Create your desired shape and volumized 
lips by defining it with lip lining technique 
and partial shading. 

IDR 4,000,000

Lips
Blush
Shading of your entire lips for the juicy and 
rosy lips finish. Many shades available to get 
the look you desire most. Choose whether 
you want naturally healthy looking lips, vivid 
colour for a lip makeup effect, or anything in 
between!

IDR 5,500,000

SPMU -
LIPS

EVERLASH

Lips Color
Correction

Special technique to neutralizing and 
correct dark coloured lips for a more rosy 
and fresher natural look. 

IDR 5,500,000

Lips Brightening
for Men

Specially chosen technique and pigment to 
enhance male lips and create healthy lip 
look and glow you deserve. 

IDR 5,500,000



BABY NUDE P INK

SEXY P INK

CORAL

PEACH

SPMU -
LIP COLORS

EVERLASH

NATURAL RED



0813 1188 8508

BOOK APPOINTMENT


